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This succinct handbook provides students and practitioners with clinically relevant psychotropic

drug information. The Eighth Edition is designed as a reference text that also teaches by delivering

informative narrative text under standard headlines with references. Its focus goes beyond drug

information to cover pharmacotherapy applications. The book provides detailed, well-referenced,

evidence-based information on a wide range of psychotropic drugs, including mood stabilizers,

antidepressants, and antianxiety agents. This edition has new chapters on pediatric and geriatric

psychopharmacotherapy; new content on antipsychotics, hypnotics, medications used in treating

alcoholism and substance dependence, and electroconvulsive therapy; and new algorithms,

appendices, and tables.
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I purchased this book for a college class. Typically I purchase books and sell them when I am done.

This book I will keep because it is handy and easy to use. The spiral binding make it so I am able to

fold it and read only what page I need. The flap can be annoying but it is handy because it will mark

your page, and it has pages where all the medication is listed.

This book is for my psychopharamacology class and is very helpful when diagnosing a case study

with all the medication needed for intervention. Clear and understandable reading and each



medication is explained in-depth and why it was used for certain disorders.

Got for school (masters in clinical mental health counseling) and have used it with every single

assignment. The book is thorough and one that I will continue to use well after graduating.

I am still learning how to use this handbook but I have a hard time finding what I need without a lot

of time digging around for the information.

Great book once you learn the setup. Plus the table of contents flap is extremely helpful when lookin

up multiple drugs. You can use it to hold a spot while seeking other information. A little heavy for

such a small book.

I'm keeping this book!

it came apart

I had to get this book for school. Hard to understand but other than that is was good
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